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CITAPTER I 

General Introduction 

Recently, extensive studies have been made on th e 

structural change by optical pumping in the fields of 

photochemistry and solid-state physics. Those studies have 

been mainly concerned with microscopic reaction confined in 

small molecules or local structure change in crystals. 

Photo-induced cis-trans isomerization of azobenzene (see 

Fig.I-1(a)), optically induced defect state in amorphous 

materials (fatigued photo-luminescence center) (Fig.l-1(b)) 

I-1) 

1 (c)) 

and self-trapped exciton in alkaline-halide (Fig.I 

I-Z) are typical examples of such a local structure 

change by photo-excitation. By contrast, the purpose of 

this study is to explore some collective channels between 

the photo-induced local structure changes in solids and to 

search for new molecular systems in which photo- irradiation 

can induce the electronic and lattice structure changes over 

macroscopic size with extremely high efficiency. In the 

following chapters, we will report experimental evidences 

indicating that the photo-injected local excitation can 

become the trigger of the phase transition via some 

cooperative interaction in several organic crystals with 

one-dimensional electronic structures. 

In this thesis, photo-induced effects have been studied 

in prototypical three compounds with one-dimensional 

electronic structures; (1)tetrathiafulvalene(TTF)-

chloranil(CA), (2)potassium(K)-tetracyanoquinodimethane 

(TCNQ), and (3)polydiacetylenes (PDAs) substituted with 

alkyl-urethane side-groups. In the following, we make a 

brief summary on characters of these compounds. The 
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Figure I-1 : Examples of photo-induced local st ructure 

changes. (a) Cis-trans isomerization in azobenze n e, (b) 

Defect state (fatigued photo-luminescence ce n ter) in 

amorphous materials (a-As 2s3 ). (ref.I-1) . and (c) self

trapped exciton in alkaline-halide (ref.I-2). 

detailed discussion for respective systems will be given in 

respective chapters II (TTF-CA), III (K-TCNQ), IV (PDA) and 

V (PDA). 

( l) TTF-CA is one of t h e mixed stack type charge-transfer 

compo un ds an d composed of one di mensional chains of donor 

(D: TTF ) and acceptor (A:CA) (see Fig.I-2)I- 3 ). Single 

crys ta l of t h is compound unde rgoes the first order phase 

transi t ion accomp anying t h e c hanges in ionicity of 

consti tu ent molecu le ( : D+ A I- 4 , 5) and dimeric lattice 

disto r tion (Tc=81K, hysteresis widt h 2deg . ) I-6) The 

de g ree of tonicity , is relatively high (ca. 0.7) and 

lattice is di me r ized i n t h e l ow-temperature phase , whe r eas 

the val u e of is low (ca. 0 .3) a nd di meric distortion 

disapp ea r s i n t h e h igh -temperature phase. The high-

temperatu r e and low-temperatu re p hases are called neutral 

(N) p hase, and ionic (I) one , r espectively. Figure I-3 

schematically s hows t h e electronic structure cha n ge upon the 

n e u t r al-ionic (N - I) phase transition. Below Tc• one of the 

e l ect r ons i n t h e h ighest occ upied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

of t h e don or moves to the lowest unoccupied molec u lar 

o r bital (LUMO) of th e acceptor. The N-I transition can be 

sensit i ve l y p robed by reflectance spectra in IR and VIS-UV 

re g ions as shown i n Fig.I-4 I-5l. In the temperature 

region aroun d Tc · large changes in dielect r ic constants I-

7 , 8) con d uctivity a n d ESRI-S) signal h ave been also 

r epo r ted. In c hapter II , photo-induced absorption (PA) 

spect r a i n TTF-CA c r ystal are presented , a nd the possibility 

of t h e photo-i n d uced N-I transi t ion is disc u ssed. 

(2) K- TCNQ crystal is composed of segregated stacks of 

TCNQ an d K as shown in Fig.I-5I-l0 , 1 ll , and a complete 
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Figure l-2 Structure of TTF-CA single crystal at R.T . 
Fi gu re I-3 : Schematics for the electronic structures of 

(ref. I-3) . 
TTF-CA in the high temperature (N:neutral) and low 

temperature (!:ionic) phases. In the low temperature 

phase, occurrence of dimeric lattice distortion was 

confirmed by measurements of X-ray diffractioni-S). 
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Figure I-4 : Temperature dependences of reflectance spectra 

for the charge-transfer excitation bands (a) and of the 

intra-molecular excitation bands (b) across the neutral-to -

ionic phase-transition temperature (Tc=84K. ref.I-5) · 
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charge transfer between TCNQ and K occurs (K+ TCNQ : =1). 

In this system, electrons are localized due to the strong 

coulombic on-site repulsioni-lZ) and thus th e electronic 

structure is analogous to one dimensional (lD) Heise nberg 

chain with half spin. Such a lD system undergoes, in 

general, the phase change associated with dimerization of 

spin-site, or the so-called spin Peierls transitioni - lll . 

The first order phase transition analogous to the spin -

Peierls transition has been reported in K-TCNQ single 

crystal I-10,1 1 · 13- 16 1 (Tc=395K hysteresis width 5deg.) . 

In the low - temperature phase, existence of dimeric lattice 

distortion (Peierls dis to rtion) has been confirmedi- 14 1 and 

spins on constituent TCNQ- molecul es for m singlet pairs, 

although the lattice distortion disappears in the high -

temperature phase (see Fig.I-6). Large changes in magnetic 

susceptibilityi- 1 3 1, conductivityi- 11 •17 1 and reflectance 

spectra in IR-VIS regi o ni- 15 · 16 1 (see Fig.I-7) have been 

observed up on the phase transition. In chapter III, the 

photo-induced (spin-)Peierls like transition is evidenced by 

spectroscopic method . 

(3) Polydiacetylens (PDAs: fCR-C=C-CR'~x• R and R' 

represent side groups)) are well known conjugated polymer 

and undergoes the phase transition accompanying drastic 

color change by various stimulations I- 18 1 Fig.I-8 shows 

the thermally induced phase transition observed for ETCD 

(R=R'=(CH 2 ) 4 0CONHCH 2CH3 ) single crystals I- 19 1 Generally, 

there are two distinct phases, blue colored low-temperature 

phase and r ed colored high-t e mp erature one, which will be 

here r eferred as the A and B phases, respectively. The A-B 

transition in ETCD is thermally reversible accompanying 

large hysteresis width (ca. 60deg.) I-19) This novel 

7 



Pr ojection alon g the a a x is onto ( 1 00) plane 

r-igu rc l-5 : Structure of K-TCNQ single crystal in high and 

low temperature phases. Solid, a nd b r o ken l i nes i n dicate 

the unit cells in low, and h igh temperature p hases, 

respectively (ref.I-10 and 1 1 ). 
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Phase 
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A A A A A A A A A A 

+ + + + + + + + + + 
AA AA A A AA AA 

++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
D1m er1z ed 

r-igur e I- 6 : Schematics of electronic structure of K- TCNQ 

c r y s tal i n t h e h igh and low temperature phases . 
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f'igurc I-7 : Tempera ture depend e nc e of r ef lectance spectra 

in ene rgy region s of C=N stretching vibrational mode (a) and 

c harge-t r ansfer excita tion (b)-
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character of the A-B transition in ETCD has been discussed 

in the relation with the characteristic lattice st ru cture of 

this compound, i.e. the planarity of carbon backbone which 

is maintained by the hydrogen bond among side groups (see 

Fig.I - 9). In the pres e nt work, the PDA's substituted with 

alkyl-urethane side groups (R=R'=(CH 2 l 4 0CONII(CI1 2 ln _1c H3 

n=l-10, abbreviated as poly-4Un) have b ee n studied as a 

natural expansion of ETCD (n=2). By this modification of 

the alkyl chain length in side groups, it is expected that 

we can control the transition temperature and/or hyst e resis 

width of A-B transition. It will be discuss e d in chapter 

IV. We have tried to detect the photo-induced A-8 

transition extensively on this new family of PDAs and have 

obtained definite experimental evidences for the bi -

directional (A-to-B and B-to-A) phase switching b y photo -

excitation. Details of the photo-induce d phase tt·ansi tion 

in single crystals of poly-4U3 (n=3) and r elati ng new 

features are to be des c ribed in chapter V. 

In this thesis, we have investigated th e photo-i nduc e d 

effects in the above mentioned three syst e ms. All the 

three systems similarly show the first order phas e 

transition. When crystals are kept at t e mperatur e around 

photo-induced phase transition is expected to occur 

easily with weak excitation intensity due to the dec reas es 

in difference between energy levels in the high- and low-

temperature phases . 

The first order phase transition is common future of 

these systems, but the width of hyster es is in the PDA is 

quite different from the other (TTF-CA and K-TCNQ) cases. 

Such a differenc e in hysteresis width will cause a variety 

11 
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Figure l - 9 : St ru c tur e of poly -4U n. Das h e d lines s how 

cha i ns of hy dr o ge n bonds b etween side-groups running 

F igure I- 8 : Reflectan ce spectra of ETCD as a function of paral l el to the polyme r backbon es. 

temperat u re (ref. I-19). 
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of the transient behaviors of photo-induced effect as 

discussed below. Here, let us consider the two exaggerated 

cases; (1) very narrow (nearly zero) hysteresis width 

(Fig.I-lO(a)), and (2) large one (see Fig.I-10(b)). We 

discuss the photo-induced effects at temperatures just 

below Tc (as indicated by points "A" in Fig . I-10(a) and (b)) 

as an example . In the former case (case(l)), the whole 

crystal is kept in the stable state, phase I, at 

temperature A (see Fig.I-10(a)). If the domain of phas e II 

is generated in the crystal by photo-excitation as shown in 

Fig . I-10(a), it will be metastable and the photo-induc ed 

signal is considered to be transient. Therefore, in the 

case of narrow hysteresis width, the photo-induced effect 

dose not result in the permanent phase change but in 

temporal injection of the photo-generated domains. In the 

latter case ~case(2)), however, the situation is quite 

different. At temperature A, the system is deduced to be 

k ept in the metastabl e phase (phase II) rather than the 

absolutely stable state (phase I) due to the large energy 

barrier between the two phases. Therefore the photo-

induced effect may become permanent, if the domain of the 

phase I is generate d in the relaxation process after the 

initial photo-excitation (see the schematic of Fig.I-lO(b)). 

In other words, the permanent and macroscopic photo-induced 

phase transition can be expected in the case of large 

hysteresis width. In accord with this expectation, it has 

been found that the photo-induced domain injection occurs in 

TTF-CA and K-TCNQ giving rise to transient photo-induce d 

signals, and the photo-induced phase transition in PDA. 

Detailed discussion will be given in the following chapters 

. and the conclusion is described in the final chapter (VI). 
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shown in the schematic energy level diagrams. 
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CIIAPTEil Tl 

Photo - 1 nduccd Val c ncc Ins tab 1.1 i ty In Orga ni c Mol cc ul nr 

Compoun d: Tct r athi afulva lc nc (TfF ) - Chloranil (CA) 

11 - 1 lNTROOUCTION 

The Tetrathlafulvalene (TTi') - Chloran i.l (CA) Js one of 

the charge - transfer (CT) complexes wh ic h co nsists of one 

dimensional mlxed - type stack of acceptor(A;CA) and 

donor(O;TTi') as shown in i'ig.II-1 11
-

1 >. The first o r der 

transition at ambient pressure (Tc·81 K) was confirmed in 

single crystal as mentio ned J n chapter rii-
2

·
3 >. In 

partic ular, spect t-oscopic studies have r evealed t hat abnJpt 

and significa n t cha nges occ u r at Tc in re f lection ba nds in 

VTS - UV a nd IR regio ns (i'Ig.Il-2 and 3) 
II-3 , 4) 

Assignment of obse~ved reflection bands is as follows: (1) 

In VIS-UV r e gion. the bands Band C at·c attributed to intra -

molecular excitations of TTi'+ molecules. and the bands D and 

E of TTF0 molecules. (2) In IR region, reflcctlon bands 

around 1120 and 1600 cm- 1 are due to molecular vibration of 

CA with b
1

u symmetry. These bands st r ongly co r relate with 

the ioniclty (.? ;D+J A-.P) of t he constituent molecul e Il-
5

) 

The temperature depende nce of p wh ich was estimated from 

the fr e quency change of C•O stretching mode, (Flg.lT-4) 

shows that TTF-CA single c r ystal undergoes t he phase clwnge 

from the quasi - neutral (N) to quasi-Jonic (1) state when 

cooled below Tc (~81K) . or course, t he c harged states 

shown in i'ig.ll - 5 is schematic . In reality, t he es t.lma ted 

ionicity o(' t he molecule is fractl.onal (ca.0 . 3 I n th e N-

phase and ca . 0.7 in the !-phase) due to t he CT in te r act i o n 

( ~0.2 eV) Jl - 3,4) between t he D and A molecules. 

Thet·crore . both or the neut r al and lon l c molecular 

18 

TTF 
(D) 

CA 
(A) 

Lattice Constants at R.T . 
a = 7.411A 
b = 7 .621 A 
c= 14.571A 
f3 = 99.20deg . 
Z= 2 

Figu re Il - l : Structure and lattice parameters of TTF - CA 

single crystal at R.T. (ref.Il-1). 
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Figure II-5: Sc hematics for the electronic strucLur cs o[ 

TTf-C/\ in t he hl.gh temperature (N: neutral) and low 

te mp erat ur e (!:ionic) phases. In the low tcmpcrnt.11rc 

phase, occurrence of dimerlc lattice dJstorLlon was 

confi rm ed by measureme nts of X- r ay diffraction 11 - 8 l. 
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transitions are observed simultaneously in t he N or I state, 

but at different energies and with different Int e nsities 

depending on tile t ime-averaged i o n i c i ty of mole c ules (sec 

Fig.II-2). 

This phase transition , called as the ne u tral - Ionic 

transi tlon (NIT), is a prototypical exa mpl e of t il e vale nce 

instability in solids . Th e NIT has bee n att ribut ed to the 

competition of the cost of e ner gy for Ionizing o0A0 stacks 

with tile gain of Madelung e ne rgy i n the ioni c 

latticeii- 2 · 6 · 7 ). Upo n the NIT, TTF -CA s i ng l e crystal 

s hows not onl y a finite jump in_? but a l so dlmcric l attice 

disto r·t i o n in DA s ta c k ( see flg . II-5). Flg.II-6 silows tile 

temperature dependence of (311) diffract i o n Intensity wh ic h 

is inhibited in homo ge neo us stack II -8 ) sig-naling t il at 

occ urr e nce of dim e ri zat i o n in the I ph ase. Tile simulation 

for t he X- ray scatte ring inten sity shows that the In t ra -

dimer distance betwee n TTF and CA molec ule s Is ca. 1% 

shorter than inter-molecular dis ta nce in homoge neous stack 

( N ph ase)II-S)_ Since the spin-state in the T- pha se is 

approximately described as t he S=1/2 Heise nberg chain ( see 

Fig.II-5), the lattice transition is likely triggered by the 

spi n- Peie rls instabi lityii -9) . Such an elect ron( sp ln) -

lattice inte r action obvi o usly plays an imp o r ta n t rol e in 

promoting the NlT in r eal systems in a dd i ti on to tile 

elec trostat i c mec ha nism , as discussed by Nagaosa et . al.I 1 - 10 - 12 l . 

The electron( s pln) -latt l ce interaction a nd valence 

I nstability i n t hi s system a r e expected to also become tile 

or i gi n of low e nergy excited states: In the 1-phase, the A 

a nd B states , wilicil s how oppos i te dir ect i o n of dl me rlza tion 

a r e e ne r getically dege nerate (Fig.Il - 7) . Th ere f ore, 
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d neutral - Ionic 
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existe nce or spin-1/2 and spin-0 solitons which connect 11. 

nnd l3 states (flg.II-7) is expected Ukc in the case of 

poly-acetylene Il-13) In r eal materials. or COII l'Se, the 

deg ree of ioniclty cp is fra ctional, nevcrtl•cless the 

present si mp lified model will be u se ful f or discussion 

abo ut low e nergy exc itations in the I phase. In the 

tempe ratur e region a r ound Tc, e nergy diffe r e nce between N 

a nd I ph ases becomes s mall, and hen ce the neutral - ionic 

domain-wall (NIDW) (s ee fig.II - 7) will become better picture 

than so l itons. In practice . t he above mentioned low 

ene rgy excited states plays an imp o rtant role In novel 

electroni c a nd ma gn etic c haracters o r t h is system Il-12) 

r or exa mpl e , fig.II-8 s hows t he temperature dependences or 

spin-s usceptibill ty ('X), DC conductivity ( o) and ESR li ne 

width II-l 4 ). Th e abr up t increase of 'X and narrowing or 

ESR line width in I-phase were attributed to sp in - solitons 

and thei r motion by Mi ta ni et. al. Dramatic inc r eases of 

6 and dielectric co nstant (see fig.II-9) II-lS) a r o11nd Tc 

and th ei r thermally activated type be havior may be accounted 

for in terms of dynamics of NIDWs . In addition, 

negative-resistance effect observed i n this system ca n 

a l so explained as a motion of NIDW and spi n- 0 soliton 

the 

be 

II-lG) 

In this c hapter, we report the first observation that t he 

vale nc e instability in the DA compounds can be also cn 11 scd 

by photo-excitation. Th e ph oto-ge nerated CT exci tatJons 

(D 0A0 ) or resultant cha r ged species (D 0 and 11. 0 ) In t he ionlc 

D+/1. - lattice locally modify the Co ul omb ic i n teraction and 

switc h off a c hanne l of the collective e lcctron(spln) -

latt i ce interaction . What we have observed in t hi s study 

clearly s hows that those local pho to-exc itations serve as 

nu clei which evo Lve Jnto t he ne utral molecular domains over 
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a semi-macroscopic region. 

II-2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagent grade TTf has been purified In vacuo by 

sub limati o n in the glass tube heated untJJ :14S \(. Reag-ent 

grade CA is purified by repeat ed r ecrystal lization from 

acetonitrile solution and sublimation at 430 K in glass 

tube. Inside of the glass tube was covered with teflon 

seat to inhibit the reaction between CA mo l ecule and metall c 

ions contai ned in the glass. Blac k colored TTf -CA single 

crystals were obtained by cosublimation of constituent TIT 

and CA in vacuo. Puri fied TTf, and CA we re heated to 

sublime at 360 K. and 380 K, respectively, and TTf - CA 

crystals were grown on the wall of glass tube held at 3SO K 

II-4) Typical size of obtained crystal by this method was 

3mm (in a axis direction) x 2mm (b axis) x 1mm (c axis). 

Photo-induced r eflectance spectra hav e been observed by 

the co nventi o nal system which is shown in fig.II-10. Pulse 

width of dye laser was 20 ns and typical resolution-time ln 

the present study on TTF-CA was ca. 1 rs· 

II-2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

At ambient pressure . the first -o rd e r NJ.T associated wJ til 

the stack dime rization in the !-phase is observed at 81 K in 

the cooling run (and at 84K in the heating run). Optical 

spectra for local electronic excitations have been known to 

be very useful to detect a c hange in mol ec ular to ni city,~ , 

as discussed in previous section. We discuss on the result 

of photo - induced effect o n these mol ecular excitation 

spectra. In Fig.II-ll(b) are plotted photo-reflectance (PR) 

30 

L:Lens !:Iris 

F:Filter 

S:Shutter 

PD:Photodiode 
Trigger 

MC:Monochromator 

DMM:Degital Multi-meter 

PM:Photomultiplier or lnAs Detector 
f.-1-Com:Microcompu t er 

Figure II-10 : Experimental apparatus for measurement 

photo-induced effects. 
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Figure TT - 11: Reflectance spectra (a) and corresponding 

photo-reflectnnce (PR) spectra (b) for molecular excitations 

(E.l.a) at 77K (!-phase) and at 90K (-phase) in TTF- CA 

crystal. ordinate scale for 4 R/R (b)is for the results for 

pulse-excitation shown by open (90K) and closed (77K) 

circles. Solid and broken lines represent the result by cw 

laser excitation (see text) with arbitrary ordinate scale. 

The spectrum (c) is the calculated differential one using 

the respective I-phase (Rrl and N-phase (RN) spectra shown 

in (a). 32 

spectra in the N and I pllns e , which were measur ed at 901< and 

77K, respectively . PR spectra were record ed as relative 

difference (LI R/R) between the spectra wl til nnd wl tllout 

photo-irradiation. Photo-Jrradl.at.lon was madc at energles 

above the CT gap ( at 2.0-2.5eV) utili zi ng n pulse dye laser 

(20ns) or a c hopp ed light (40011z) from a cw llr laser . 

Closed and open circles in the PR spectra (Fig.Il-1l(b)) 

were the r es ults for pulse excitation, measured with a 

gated-integrator (delaytime:100f' s, gate-width:150j•s). The 

both PR spectra with cw (solid and broken lines) and pulse 

laser light show a good agreement. In the case of pulse 

excitation (1.8x1o13 photons/cm 2 , 20ns), anomalously large 

PH signals exceed ing 4% were observed in the .[-p ha se, 

wile t-eas in t he N phase no detectable s lgnal was observed 

und e r the same p~oto-excitation condition. 

It is to be noted that the shape of the PR spectrum in 

the I-phas e can be well reproduced by the calculated 

differential spectrum, {R(N) -R(I) ) /R(l), which is plotted in 

Fig.II-ll(c). ll ere, R(N) and R(I) are the typical 

reflectance spectra in the N and I phase, as shown in 

Fig . II-11(a). Therefore. t h e result indicates that the 

photo-excitation in the I-p hase causes (semi - )macroscopic 

ionic-to-neutral phase conversion. In the present condit ion 

of pulse las er excitation, a fraction of the photo-converted 

0°11°-type molecular domains is esti mat ed to amou n t to 1i% of 

the sample surface at 70K. Since the attenuation depths of 

exciting and probing light are ca.100nm from the surface and 

volume of t he unit cel l which includes two 011 pairs is equal 

to 812113 III-1) a ratio of the numb e r of photo-excited 011 

pair to the total one in t he excited region is esti mated to 

be 7xl0- 4 . Therefore, we can estimate that one absorbed 
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photon converts 0.11/7x10- 4 = JGO Di\ pairs from the qun sl-

ionic state to the quasi-neutral state in the sur·face 

region. It mlght be suspected that the obse1·ved photo -

indu ced change would occur clue to a laser - induced il ea tJ ng 

process across Tc . However. we can exclude t he possibl.llty 

of such a deceptive effect as discussed below. 

Temperature - variation of the PR signal intensity measured 

at 3.0 eV (the position indicated by a downward arrow in 

Fig.II - ll(b)) is plotted in Fig . II-12(a). The stack 

dim e ri zatlon. which was probed by X-ray measuremc n ts
1
I-

8
l 

and by infrared spectra of molecular vibrationsii-
3

.1
7

.1
8

), 

sets in abruptly below Tc be ca use of t he spln-Peicrls 

mechanism. i\t t he same time. t he mol ecular J.onici ty ? 

jumps from ca . 0.3 to ca.0.7. In accord with this NIT. PR 

signals are observed due to the photo-induced 1-to - N 

conversion, but rather slowly decrease in magnitude with 

decrease of temperature f r om Tc. Even at 15K. 40% of the 

maximum magnitude of the PR signal was observed. If tills 

were due to the thermal I-to-N transition via the heating 

above Tc(=81K) by a laser-irradiation, one would have to 

assume that the increase in the sample temp e rature were mor e 

than 70K. In that case, the similar heating would be 

expected in the N-phase and would cause a comparatively 

large PR signal above Tc even if the temperature-variation 

in specific heat1I- 19 l is taken into account. i\s far as a 

simple heating- induced NIT is assumed. it would always 

result in a distinct and sharp anomaly of t il e PR signals in 

a narrow temperature region around Tc . i\pparcntly, t hese 

are not the case . The observed temperature dependence of 

PH signals indicates that the valence conversion over the 
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semi - macroscopic mol ecu lar regJon i s evolved prlmnrlly via 

photo - exc itations in the dimerized stac i<s or the 1 - pltnse, 

but not .ln the uniform stacks or the N- pltase. 

Such a stimulat e d coex isten ce or the N r·eglons with the 

host I regions has be e n also observed for TTf-CA crystals 

doped wlth trichloro-g- benzoquinones (QC1 3 ) as slte -

substitutional impurltiesii-ZO) _ Th e QC1 3 molecule. Jn wltlch 

one chlorine in theCA moi ety (i.e. QC1 4 J is hydrogenat e d. 

has a lower electron affinity than CA by ca.O .leV and henc e 

the QC1 3 impurity substituted for CA r·ema ins to b e 

neutral even below Tc as shown in flg.IJ - 13. The lrnpor· tant 

feature is that the influence of neutr·al QCl 3 mole ctr les 

doped in TTf-CA crystal does not remain local. but the 

several TTr and CA molecules nearby the impurity QC1 3 are 

n eutralized in a temperature-dependent manner.. We show ln 

fig.II-12(b) typical temperature variation of the irnpur·Jty

induced I -to-N conversion, that 1i the quantity defined by 

the differential reflectivity, .dR*/R = (R' - R)/R, as in the 

photo-induced case. Here. I<· and R represent the 

reflectivities in the the 7% QC1 3 -doped (R') and undoped 

TTf-CA (R) samples, which were measured at the pho ton 

energy (2.5eV) corresponding to the B band in the N-phase 

(see fig.II-ll(a)). In the ionic phase of the QC1 3 - doped 

crystal. the B band shows two reDe cta nc e peaks at the 

energy positions. 2.3 and 2.5 eV, corresponding to the J and 

N regions. respectivelyii-20)_ Therefore. th e refl.ectivJty 

change Ll I<* /R rnoni tared at 2. 5 eV can be a measure for Lite 

portion of the unconverted N r eg ion at temperatures below 

The r esult shows quite a parallel behavior wlth Lhe 

photo-inrluced case . although tire I-to-N conversion in the 

former case is static i.n natur· e. Such a CT Jnstnbl .ll ty 
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OCI 4 (CA ) 

J7lgure II-13: Polarized reflectio n spectra of 

TTf-[QC14]1-x[QC13lx mixed crystals f o r- Ela (ref.ll-20). 
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ns observe d may also 
indu ce d by Lhc loca l impuri ty molccul.c s 

rationnlizc Lh e present obse r vat i on t hnL a simllar CT 

o r 
b t l photo-Injection b e nlso caused Y - , c in stabl. li ly ca n 

djnlcr l znti o n in the J phase i s The mechanism of the stack 

likely att ribut ed to th e spin - latti ce Interaction J.n th e 

radical 0+/\ - stack which is analogous to a n S=J/2 He is e nb e rg 

spi n c hainii- 9 ) · 14 ) · Th e refor e. it is possi bl e t hat the 

· in the I-phase is fr ee photo -conv e rt ed N-reg1on from the 

the Generally. (dimerlzation). distort.lon Peierls 

Introduction of th e exces s charge In to 

· · (0+/\ - ) laLtlce would the dim e ri ze d (P e lerls - distorted) 10n1c 

result in the formation of kink - typ e domain -walls o r 

soli. tonsii - 14). 21). Near the N-I phas e bo undary, howeve r- . 

0 0 g e nerat es tl·re rna c r osco pi c N- regl on the 0 or A type c ha rge 

a r ound itself . as is evide nced by the 

impurity dopi ng. This is also the case f o r photo-generated 

0 o and/or- AO species. In such a c ircumstan ce. the concept of 

neutral- I o ni c domain - wall (NIOW), i.e. a microsc o pi c 

is Int e rface sepa r ati ng the N-domain from the !-domain, 

usef ul to describe the photo-electronic proc es s. 

existen ce of NIOW was first co nj ectur e d by Nagaosn 

Takimotoll -10 ). a nd subsequently a numb e r or ex perimental 

Th e 

and 

r esults consistent with the concept or NIOWs hav e b ee n 

found in TTF-C/\ and other 0/\ solids near the Nl pha se 

b ounda r yii-14 ,15,22- 25). In this sense, th e presently 

o b served photo - Indu ce d CT instability may b e interpreted in 

t erms o f t h e photo- doping of NIOWs. 1\ pair or NIDW is 

quite analogo u s to the bipola ron state postulated in organic 

conducting polymers with two nondcgcnerate (stable and meta-

38 

stable) ground states, like poly-£-phenylenes, 

polythiophenes , etc.II-13)_ 

A part of th e photo-injected NIDWs, which have escaped 

from the geminate r ecombination, can carry a fractional 

charge II-10) - 12 ), 21) - 2 5) and it should be reflected in 

the photo-conduction process in th e I-phase. In Fig.II-

12(c) we plot the temperature-dependence of photo-

conductivity in TTF-CA single crystal. The photo-current was 

measured by illuminating uniformly the gap b etween silver 

painted electrodes. A constant voltage (200V) was applied 

across the electrodes of ca. 1mm width along the DA stack 

axis. Remarkably, the photoconductivity shows a nomalou s 

increase at Tc and then decreases with a well-defined 

activation energy (: 0.09eV) at temperatur e s below Tcii - 24 ). 

The behavior cannot be explained by the laser-induced 

heating effect, since the dark conductivity also s hows an 

abrupt increase by on e order of magnitude on the N-to-I 

transitionii- 14 l. It is possible that such an anomalous 

increase in photo-current is attributed to the photo 

generation of the NIDW-type excitations originated from the 

photo-excited NIDWs. The activation energy of photo -current 

(0.09 eV) coincides with that for the de dark conductivity, 

suggesting that th e charge -transport phenomena both i n the 

dark and photo -excited states are gove rned by the activated 

motion of ' IDW-type exci tations11 - 21 ). 

In the I phase, most of the photo-ge nerated neutral 

clusters, or equivalently pairs of NI OWs, may eventually 

diminish by recombination, although a part of NIDWs escape 

from the pair recombination and relax to th e charge-carriers 

which contribute to the macroscopic charge transport as 

me ntioned above . Typical results of t e mpo ral decay of 
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photo - ge ne rated NIOWs probed by t he transient r es ponse of PR 

signals are s hown in Fig.II-14. The PR s igna l s were 

measured at photon e ne rgi es of 3.0 e V and 3 .6 eV (indicate d 

by arrows Jn Fig .Il - 11(a)), which monito r the photo-induced 

reduction o f the ! - r egion and generation of the N-domaln , 

respectively. I n accord with the expectation , the PR signals 

remain either negative (at 3 . 0 eV) or positive (at 3 . 6 eV ) . 

respectively, over t he whole time domain . Within t he tim e 

re so lut ion ( ca. 1}'s) of th e detection system, the ma gnItud e 

of PR signals ri ses instanta neously after the photo-

excitation, a nd decays rather slowly over th e ti me r e gi o n 

(traceably up to lOmsec). Such a temporal decay can be 

exce ll e ntl y fitt e d by using the fun c tion, L1R(t)/R 

Ca nst . X t - 1/ 2 , over the whole time region after 2o/'s, as 

s hown i n Fig.II-14. An id enti ca l time-dependent behavior 

o f PR s ign als is observed at oth e r temperatures (15 - 70K) in 

t he ! - phase. Such a t- 112 be ha vio r J s kn ow n to be 

c haracteristic of the one- dim e ns io nal (10) recombinatio n of 

excited species 

st ru ct ur e 11 - 26 1. 

whi c h 

Thu s , 

are r andomly walking 

the temp o r al decay of 

on a c hain 

PR signals 

reflects t he 10 motion of t he photo-generated NIOWs. 

II - 4 Conclusions 

I n t hi s c hapter , it was r eport ed t hat a local charge -

transf e r (CT) excitation on the donor(O)-acceptor(A) pair 

leads to a semi-macroscopic valence c hange from the qua si -

ionic to quasi- neutral state in o rga ni c molecul ar compound 

TTF-CA (s ee . Fig.II-15). Clo se correlat ion betwee n ph oto -

generat e d ne utral - ionic domai n -wall (NIOW) and photo-carrier 

was also confirmed. Sp e ctroscopic stud ies have s hown t hat 
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Figur e II-14: Tran sient behavior o[ the photo-reflectance 

signals monitored at 3 .0 cV (for ! - molecules) a nd 3 . 5cV 

molecules) i n the case or pul se laser (20ns) excitation . 

t l1 e t-l/2 behavior expected f or 
smooth lin e repres ents 

one- dim e nsional re co mbinat ion pr ocess (see text) . 
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one absorbed photo n c an co nvert lGO DA pa ir fr om th e Ionl c 

to neut r al stat e . Th e temporal decay of PR s i gna l r e f lec t s 

the one-dimensional motion of NIDWs t owa rd th e 

hV r e combination. Th e ln.itial rJsc of the PR s.ignnl, whl c h 

\ 
could not b e resolved in t h e present study , s hould r e fle c t 

temporal evolution of the N-dornal n s i n th e I - phase and will 

IYAIY/D
0

~~AD+A 
be of great interest in the light of th e dynami c s or th e 

first-order phase transition . 

I 
I I 

D+A.p(~D0~D~D)~ D0~D{~D~JXl~o+A 
l 

I'igure II - 15 : Sc hematic for the neutral domain i njection b y 

photo-e xc itation obset·vetl in TT!' - CA . 
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C!IAPTEH TJI 

Jnvcrsc l'ei crJ s Transl t.i on Induced by Pho to-cxe.i ta tlon in 

potassium-tct racyanoqulnorlimcthanc (K- TCNQ) 

IJI-1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we deal with a simple radical salt. 

alkali- metal(potass ium) -tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) 

(hereafter abbreviated as K-TCNQ). K-TCNQ is composed of 

quasi-one-dimensional columns (along the a-axls) of TCNQ 

mol ecules as shown in Fig.III-l)III-1. 2 ). The c i1a r ge 

transfer between TCNQ a nd K is complete (K+..P TCNQ-J :Jl=l) . 

The transferred electrons are strongly localized due to 

larger value of t he o n-site electron-electron Coulomb 

repulsion e nergy (U~l.4 eV) than t hat of the tra nsfer (t~0 . 2 

eV)II.l-3). ~rystals of K-TCNQ undergoes the first order 

phase transition accompanying t he change in magnetic 

susceptibility III-4) (see Fig.III-2) and the stack

III-1 (see ' 2 • 5) 
dlmerization Peierls-disto r tio n or 

Fig.III-3 and 4) at Tc =395 K like the other crystals of 

alkali-TCNQ family. In low temperature phase, t h e intra-

dimer distance is ca. 5% shorter than th e inter-molecula t: 

spacing of homogeneous stack (in t he high tempe r ature 

phase) III-I). The dlmerization of molecular sites 

alternately modulates the electron tra nsfer energy (t) and 

hence causes a sort of bond-ordered-wave (BOW) similar to 

the conjugated polyme r polyacetylene III-6). Wi1en U>>t, 

the regular TCNQ stacks can be considered to be s=l./2 

ll eise nberg chai n with anti-ferromagnetic exchang e 

interaction J (~4t 2 /U) as shown in Flg.III -5. I n this 

sense, the observed phase transition is analogous to t h e 

spi n -Peiet·ls transition III- 7 - ()) although the energy scale 
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Lattice Constants 

at 298K 

a=7 .0835A 

b=17 .773A 

c=17 .859A 

tJ=94.95deg 

Z=B 

at 413K 

a=3.587 A 

b=12 .676A 

c=12.614A 

,13=96.44deg 

Z=2 

Projection along the a axis onto ( 1 00) plane 

Figure III-I : Stt·ucture and lattice parameters or i\ - TCNQ in 

high and low temperature phases . Solid. and broken lines 

indicate the unit cells in low, and high tempet·atut·e phases, 

respectively (ref.III - 1 and 2). 
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or 

High Temperature 

Phase 

Low Temperature 

Ph ase 

A:TCNQ 

A A A A A A A A A A 

+ + + + + + + + + + 

AA AA AA AA AA 

++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
D1menz ed 

Figure III - 5 : Schematic 1'or electronic structure of K- TCNQ 

crystal in the high and low temperature phases . 
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or .J Js considerably Jorge ~O.J cV) in K- TCNQ ns compnrcd 

with the case or prototypical spin-Peierls systcms
111

-
21

. 

Consl dcri ng these features. all<nll -TCNQ crystals are 

appropriate materials to investigate tile behavior or photo-

injected carders ln the half-filled ll ubbard system with 

strong electron-lattice interaction. The purpose of this 

chapter is to report the photo-induced novel phenomenon 

observed in this system: Lattice-relaxed photo-excitations 

convert the Peierls distorted (dimerized) molecular stacks 

to the nearly regular ones over the semi-macroscopic region. 

III-2 EXPERIMENTAL 

The reagent grade TCNQ was purified by recrystallization 

from acetonitrile solution and sublimation. Inside of the 

glass tube used for sublimation was covered with tefulon 

seat to prohibit reaction between TCNQ molecules and metalic 

ions in the glass. Single crystals or K-TCNQ were grow n by 

the conventional liquid-phase reaction of the constitue nt 

cation (K+) and TCNQ- r adical anion through diffusion in the 

acetonit ril e solution at ca. 290 K (see Fig.III-6). As the 

starting materials, reagent grade powders of KI were used . 

After the reaction which took about 20 days, needlelike 

single crystals, or which typical size was about lOxlxl mm
3

, 

were obtained Ili-lO). 

Photo-induced reflectance (PR) spectra of single crystals 

in visible and near IR regions as well as their time-

dependences have been measured by the conventional pump-

probe system using excimer pumped pulsed dye laser which Is 

shown in Fig.II-10 . The PR spectra we r e recorded by a box -

car integrator wlth the dclay-tlrnc or 3fs and the gate-width 
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Synthesis of K-TCNQ sJngle crystals by 

liqu id-p has e reaction using U-tube . 
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of 5f'S. The photon cncn;y, and pulse width of dye Jnscr was 

2.1 eV. and 20 ns, resrcct l.vely. TyrJcal resolution time 

of this system was 500 ns. The differential srcctra wlth 

and without laser irradiation in molecular vlbrationol 

region hos been observed for the rolycrystollJ nc somples 

dispersed i.n KOr pellets using a rourier-trons[orm-type 

spectrometer. The 514.5 nm (2.41 eV) light from cw Ar ion 

laser was used for excitation. 

III-3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the previous section. we have mentioned t hot chonge in 

the amplitude of the BOW-type distortion occurs upon t he 

phose transition. These c ha nges mo nifest t hemselves not 

only In X-ray diffraction patternsiii-S), but in optical 

spectra for molecular vibrationi and charge-transfer (CT) 

excitationsiii- 3 . iO - 14 ) In rlg . III-7(a). we show the 

optical absorption spectra for the low - temperat u re pl111se 

(measured at 293K) and for the h igh-temrerature phose (at 

409K). The vibrational spectra were meas u red on t he 

polycrystalline samples dispersed in KOr pellets. wh ile t he 

absorption spectra for the CT excitation (TCNQ- 1 
+ TCNQ- 1 

-> 

TCNQO + TCNQ-2) were obtained by l<ramers-l<t·onig analysis of 

the polarized (E//a) reflectance spectra of single crystal. 

The CT band in the low-temperature phose s hows the maxlma 

(A) around 1.0 eV and the side-band (B) around l.4eV os 

shown in the right part of rig.III-7(a). Most slmrly, t he 

srlitting of the band can be oscribcd to coexistence of 

intro- and inter-dimer CT excitations I n t he low-tcmpe r oturc 

BOW phaseiii - 14 ) , although other possible origins o f t h is 

doublet structures were proposed in litcratures 1Il-J.l 3 · 1 5 

Upon the phase transition the magnitude of the CT gnp 
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l S ·tnce tl1e c·r gap e ne rgy is mostly go ve rned by c hanges litt e 

the e lect r o n correlation U. neve rtheless abrupt 

bl-oad e n 1·ng of the absorption profile as well appreciable 

disappearance of the side-band ll arc observed around Tc. 

and 

as 

Mor e distinct changes upon such a spi n - Pclqrls - like 

transition are observed in infrared (II~) absorptio n spectra 

for mol ecular vibrations. as s hown in t he left part of 

r-ig . III - 7(a) . In the low-temperature phas e associated w i tit 

the stack dim e rization. ag molecular vibrations (indicated 

by open circles in Fig.III-7(a)) are strongly activated via 

mixing with the elect roni c CT excitation III - 15 - 20) 

These modes would be opticallY inactive for the ag 
regu lar 

molecular stac k. and he nce their intensiti es ca n be a 

sensitive microscopic probe for the BOW-type lattice 

distortion. The intensities of th e ag modes are obse r ved to 

T h "n 1' n rig. I II - 7 (a) • be abruptly decr eased above c, as s Oh 

although their residues are barely observed pe rh aps due 

III - 14) the 10 fluctuation effect . 

to 

Kee ping the above i n mind. let us proceed to experi menta l 

results of photo-induced changes of vibratio nal and CT 

excitation s pec tra s hown in Fig.III - 7(b). What we have 

observed he r e is that a pulse or cw las e r irradiation on K-

TCNQ c ryst a l with t he dimerized stac ks (OOW) produces a 

mesoscopi c size of molecular domains with nearly regular 

( no n -lJOW) stacks. 

In the left of Fig.III-7(b) is shown the differential 

spectrum betwee n wi t h and without las e r irradiation at 2931\ 

( <Tc) in mol ecular vibrat i onal r e gion. Typi cal las e r 

intensity was 300mW/cm2 on the sample surface of Kflr 

pellets and the absorbed light pow e r was esti mated to he ca. 
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100 W/cm3 . Th e spectrum clearly s hows decrease in 

intensity of eac h ag band upon ph oto - excltnt l on . Thls 

means that t he photo- exc itation pr od uces t he molecular 

domains which arc ft·e e from tire flOW disto rti o n . I 11 fa ct. 

the observed photo-induced absorption (PI\) spectrum shown in 

Fig.III-7(b) can be reproduced by the calc ulnted 

differential spectrum (Fig.III-7(c)) which ar e obtained by 

subtracting the s pe ctr um taken at 409K (non - 130W phas e) from 

that at 293K (BOW phase). 

1\ considerable photo - induced change of optical s pe c tra 

was observed also for the CT excitation region as s hown in 

the right part of Fig . III - 7(b). The photo - induced change o f 

absorption spectra were obtained by Kram ers-K ronig analysis 

of photo-induced refl ectance (PR) change ~ R/R) in sample . 

For the light polarization parallel to th e stack axis (a-

axis) the fairly large c hange of r eflectance or absorbance 

is observed. while the E ..La spectrum s hows no prom J ncn t 

signal. Th e E//a PI\ spectrum shown in Fig.JII-7(b) is well 

reproduced by the calculated differential absorbance s pectra 

shown in Fig.III-7(c). The behavior is consistent with the 

above-mentioned observation about the photo-induced c hange 

of IR vibrational spectra : The both results i ndicate t hat 

the photo-excitation in the BOW phase of K-TCNQ generates 

the mol ecular states analogous to the high temperature 

phase. These photo-induced changes ar e not due to the 

simple irradiation - induced heating, which is evi de nced by 

t heir temperature-depend e nt behaviors as des c ribed later . 

/\s an advantage of the puls e excitation experi ment, we 

ca n estimate size of photo-converted mol ec ular domain and 

observed its temporal c hange . In Fig.III - 8 are plotted t he 

photo-induced· refl ec tivity c hange (LIR/R) detected at l . l eV 
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against the photon density at the crystal surface . The 

right ordinate indicates the fr action of the photo -convert ed 

non-DOW mol ecular domains to the background DOW lattice . 

The converted ft·action could be estimated by assuming that 

t he exc iting and probing light pe netrate the same depth 

(dskinl of ca.l40nm from the surfac e and that the observed 

spectrum is well approximated by the differen tial spectrum 

between t he high -temperature non-DOW phase and t he low -

temperature DOW phase . (See Fig. III-7(b) and (c).) Th e 

magnitude of Lf R/R or equivalently the converted fraction (F) 

of the non-BOW region is approximately proportional with 

the excit ing ligh t inte nsity Ie • as far as Ie does not 

exceed 1x1o 14 photons/cm 2 . Using t he density (nTCNQ) of 

TCNQ molec ules (3.6xlo 21 ;cm3 ) in K-TCNQ crystaliii-1). we 

can estimate t he size of the non-DOW molecular domain. which is 

generated by one absorbed photon. as f ollows; 

The domain size was esti mated to be over ca.40 TCNQ 

molecules und er the present condition . Th is esti ma tion was 

the most modest. since we have assu me d that all t he photo-

excited species ca n take part in causing the inverse -

Peierls-like transition with 100% efficiency. 

In the inset of Fig.III-8, we s how a typical trace of 

t empo r al decay of photo - induced signal, whJch s hould 

represent t he temporal disappearan ce of photo-converted non-

BOW domains. The time-dependence of the signal is 

excellently fitted by th e t- 11 2-curve as show n by a smooLh 

thin li ne in the figure. This indicat es that the ph oto-

converte d molecular domains extinguish by rccomblnntlon of a 
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pair of domain - walls (OWs) which are randomly walking on 

the 10 stackiii- 21 1. 

It might be suspected that the observed semi-macroscopic 

c hange of the lattice structure induced by photo-excitation 

were simply due to the temperature increase of the sample 

surface region across Tc. However, we can exclude the 

possibility of such an artifact by following experimental 

observations. In Fig.III-9(a) is plotted the temperature-

variation of the photo-induced signal ~R/R) by a solid 

line. Closed squares represent the result for the bleaching 

degree of the 1570cm- 1 ag molecular vibration by a cw laser 

excitation (see the left part of Fig.III-7(b)). In spite of 

a large differe n ce in absorbed light power per unit volume 

between the two cases (100W/cm 3 for cw excitation and 5W/cm
3 

for pulse excitation operat.ed at 5IIz), the both results show 

an essentially identic.al temperature-dependence: The photo-

conversion efficie ncy increases with temperature up to 330K, 

but then begins to decrease as te mp erature goes towards Tc. 

the photo-i nduced signals are observed to 
Around Tc 

disappear. Such a temperature-depende n ce cannot be explained 

by the laser-induced heating of t h e samp l e surface. Hit 

were the case , the photo-induced change would be strongly 

enhanced around Tc due to the first order character of the 

phase transition. To demonstrate this, the temperature 

dependence of the PR signal was simulated assuming th e 

laser-i ndu ced heating with te mperature increase of lOK. 

(For this calculation , the observed temperature dependence 

of reflectivity at 1.2 eV was used.) The result, whic h Is 

shown by a broken line in Fig.III -9 (a), is entirely 

different f r om the observed t e mperature -va riation of PR . 

In Fig . III-9(c), we reproduce. for comparison, the 
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Figure III-9 Temperature-dependences of (a) photo-

reflectance signal at 1.2eV (a solid line) and absorbance 
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(b) photo-current (open circles), and (c) X-ray diffuse 

diffraction intensity due to the dimeric lattice distortion 

reported by Terauchiiii-Sl. Broken lines in (a) and (b) 

represent the simul ated r esult assuming the irradiation-

induced heating of the sample (see text). 
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temperature dependence of X-ray diffuse scattering 

intensity due to the BOW-type lattice distortion which was 

previously r e ported by Terauchilll- 5 ) . The lattice 

distortion was observed to show a finite jump at Tc due to 

the first order nature of this transition, and increase with 

decreasing temperature below Tc down to ca.300K . Since the 

observed PR intensity similarly increases from zero-level 

with decreasing temperature below Tc, the temperature

dependence of the size of photo-injected non-BOW domain 

seems to be closely correlated with the background BOW 

amplitude. This implies that the initial process of lattice 

relaxation of photo-excited states may be critically 

dependent on the BOW distortion of the ground state. A 

possible scenario is as follows: The photo-excitation around 

2.leV may rapidly (probably within a pico second) relax to 

the local CT exciton such as a pair of TCNQ
0

-TCNQ-
2

. This 

state may be further subject to decomposition into a distant 

electron-hole pair. This process is likely sensitive to 

the BOW distortion. Such a lattice-relaxed charged 

excitation, or polaron, may serve as a nucleus of the non -

BOW domain as shown in Fig.III-10 . 

In this context, it is worth noting that the temperature-

dependence of photo-current (Fig.Ill-9(b)) exhibits quite a 

parallel behavior with that of the PR signal except for the 

low-temperatur e region below 250K. The photo-current was 

measured for the 2.leV pulse laser excitation (as in the PR 

measurement) with application of de electric field (200 

V/cm) along the a-axis (stack-axis). The signal is not due 

to the simple heating effect, such as photo-voltaic effect . 

Also in this case, the simulated curve (a broken line in 
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fig.IIJ-9(b)), which wascalculatedwith de co ndu c tivity 

data assuming the irrad i ation-i ndu ced te mp e ratur e in c reas e 

o r 10 K, is enti r ely different from the observed one . 

Nearly Id enti cal t he rmal vari a tion or t he PR and photo -

conduction data suggests that the photo -convct·ted non - OOW 

domains or their domain - walls ca n carry electric c harge. A 

steeper dec r ease of the photo - current below 300K may be 

ascribed to t he fact that th e photoconductlon is a 

mac roscopi c transport phenomenon which s hou ld be more 

amenable to some carrier-t r apping process at lower 

temperatures. The gradual decrease of the PR signal itself 

below 300K should be explai ned by anot her microscopic 

deactivation process, si nce below 300K the BOW - amplitude is 

considered to be nearly constant (see fig.III -9 (c)) . 

III-4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have investigated th e photo - induced 

lnver se-Pe i e rls like transition in K-TCNQ crystal over a 

mesoscopic size of molecular domain (at least 40 molecule s 

pe r one absorbed photon). Of course, the photo-injected 

domain is not s table in this case and the observed photo -

induced effect in K-TCNQ is not literally ' photo-ind uc ed 

phas e transition'. The photo-converted domains or their 

domain-walls be twe e n the BOW and non - BOW regions can l.l.kely 

carry electric charge which is observed as a photo -current . 

The pr ec urs o ry excitation for such a phas e conversion is 

not clear at pr e sent, but is presumably t he lattice relax e d 

CT excitons or dissociated polar ons which can switch off the 

collective channel of electron(spi n) -lattice interaction 

characteristic o f t h is 10 system . 
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CHAPTER IV 

Reversible and Irrcvers:ible Thcrmochromi c Phase Transitions 

jn Single Crystals or Polydiacctylcncs Substituted with 

Alkyl - urethanes 

IV-1 INTRODUCTION 

Polydiacetylenes (PDAs) have been 

extensively studied for their unique 1T -clec tronlc 

properties, such as a drastic color c hange by various 

stimulationslV- 1 - 7 1 and large nonlinear optical 

susceptibilities1Y- 1 · 8 - 10 1 with an ultrafast response 

timeiV- 9 ). The one-dimensional conjugated backbone 

structures coupled with side groups (R and R') are 

responsible for these unique characters. Oy suitable 

selections of ·side groups, PDAs can be obtained Jn vat·ious 

forms including high quality single crystals, Langmuir -

Olodgett films, vaccum-deposited films, and solutions or 

gels. Systematic modifi cations in side groups also enable 

us to enhance those noble properties and to develop new ones 

with useful functionalities. 

The PDAs investigated here have alkyl-urethane s ld e -

alkyl chain (n =.l-10) as shown in f'ig.IV-1. ll ereartcr, thls 

new family of PDAs and corresponding monomers are 

abbrevia t ed as poly-4Un and mon o-4U n, respectively . Two 

kinds of alkyl c hains in the side-group are denoted as inner 

and outer alkyl chains according to distance from the 

polymer backbo ne (see f'ig.IV-1). Among the poly-4Un scrles, 

poly-4U2 (ETCD) has been well kn own for its reversible 

thermochromic change between the two s pectroscopical l y 
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distinct for ms IV- 2 ), A(bl.u e)- and 11(rcd)-forms (sec Plg.lV-

2), and extensive studies have been made o n the correlation 

betwee n conjugated ba c kbone structures and conformations of 

si de- groups IV-ll- 14 l. At the early stage of the study, it 

was postulated that t he hydrogen bonds might play a cr ucial 

role in t r igge ring t he ther moc hromic phas e transition, but 

Rubner et al.IV- 12 ) have r ecently shown that the 

interruption of the hyd rogen bond c hains in t he side-groups 

does not occ ur in poly - 4U2 (ETCD) dut·ing the reversible 

t hermoc hrom ic i\-8 transition . Mor e lately, Tanaka et 

al.IV- 13 ) have fo und from results of 13c NMR measurements 

that a 'trans- gauche'-like conformational c hange i n the 

i nn er alkyl c hai n occurs dur i ng the reversible t he rmo c h romic 

c hange in poly - 4U2 ( ETCD) . On t he ot he r hand, it was 

reporte d that the B- phase is stabilized even at room 

te mp erature when d isorde r i n hydrogen bond is caused by 

ge ntle th ermal treatment i n thin films of ETCD IV-6) In 

t hi s cont ext, the pr esent study on th e poly-4U n series I s a 

natural extension of the previous studies o n poly -4U2 (ETCD) 

a nd may provid e a broad er pers pective on the notable f eatu r e 

of reversible and i rr eve r sible c h romatic phase transitions 

in PDAs . In addition, a fa mil y of poly-4Un are also of 

c u rrent interest, becaus e t he n=3 -5 materials a r e quite 

suitab le for a f a bri catio n of highly or i ent ed thi n films 

which can s how a l ar ge no nlinear optical susceptibility IV - 10) 

In the nex t chapter (V), we will show Lhat th e 

reversi b ly photo - induc e d phase transition is observed for 

the first time on o ne of t he poly-4Un c rystals (n=3). This 

c hapter is devoted, as a preceding investigation, to 

c haracte rization of t h is new family of PDi\s and their 
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Figure IV-2 : Reflectance spectra of ETCD (poly-4U2) as a 

function of temperature (ref. IV-2) · 
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thermally-induced phase transition . 

In the f ollowi ng, we will show Lhnt bot h reversible nnd 

irre ve rsible thermochromic transitions arc observed for all 

poly - 4 Un's (n =l-10). We have investigated c hnngcs in the 

e l ect ronic and lattice structures up o n the phase transitions 

by means of measur e me nts of IR-visible absorption , 

r eflec tance, Raman and fluorescence spectra as well as or X-

ray diffraction and calorimetric th e rmog r a ms . 

IV-2 EXPERIM ENTAL 

Alkyl - ur ethan e di - substituted dlacetyl ene mon omers (mono -

4Un) with n=l-10 were prepared by til e following met hod: 1 ml 

di-n-butyltin dllaurate were added to 50 ml of et he r eal 

solution of 5,7-dodecadiyne-1,12-diol(1.0x10- 2 ~ol) a nd of 

corresponding n-alkylisocyanate (2. 2x 10- 2 mol). a nd t h e 

mixture was kept stirring overnight at room temperature. 

Aft e r removing ether, til e residu e (mono-4Un) was washed wi t h 

n - il exane and purified by the r ec ry stal lizati o n fr om 

e thylacetate . Monom e r single crystals for n=2 to 5 have 

been obtained by slow evaporation of et hyl acetate sol u tion 

with sizes of lx3x0.1 mm. 3x10xl mm , 0.8x0.8x0.1 mm. a nd 

0.5x0.5x0.1 mm for n=2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. For 

other n's (n =1,6-10), only microcrysta lline powd ers were 

o btain e d . Monomer crystals we re polym e ri zed by gamma - ray 

irradiation with dose of 60 Mrad. To esti ma te the degree of 

polyme rization, we tried to extract tile unr eacted monome r s 

using aceton e from til e fin e ly ground samples. Th e 

measurements for weight - loss of th e residue as well as f or 

the UV spect rum of ext racti o n solvent indicated t hat t il e 

quantity o f t h e · unr eacte d monome r s was less t ha n the 
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detection limit (ca. 2%) for the n=3. 4 and 5 polymers . 

ror the other samples with n=1, 2, 6-10, the sample quantity 

was not s uffici e nt to do the extractlon studies, but t heir 

DSC th ermog ram s indicated that t he re is at least no bulk 

quantity of unrea c ted monomers. 

To observe th e chromatic change, r e flectan ce spectra were 

measured on (100) surface of single crystal in the condition 

of nearly normal incidence. Data of fluorescence and Rama n 

spect r a were taken by use of the conventional photon-

co unting system coupled with a double monochromator and c w 

Ar-ion laser in the back scattering configuration. The 

spectral response of t he detection equipment was corrected . 

Measurements of infrared vibrational modes were made on 

poly c rystalline powder dispersed in KBr pellets. During the 

optJcal measurem e n ts, temperat u res of samples were kept 

nea r ly consta nt within !0.5 K. 

Temp e r ature- de pe ndence of lattice constants of crystnl 

was meas ut·e d by an X-ray diffractometer equipped wit h a 

temperature - controlled sample hold e r. At room temp e rature , 

Weisse nber g photographs we re also taken on si ngle c rystals 

to c he c k the consistency of the lattice paramet e rs with 

those de te rmined by the powder diffraction method. 

IV - 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

IV -3- 1 Overview of t hermochromic c hanges in poly-4U n family 

Before going to detailed discussion on th e experime n tal 

r es ults and on the mechanism of phase transitions. we 

pr ese nt overall features of the ther moc h romism a nd releva n t 

phase-diagram i n the poly-4Un series. first, we show in 

fig.IV - 3 some exampl es of th e dic h roism observed by 
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reflectance spectroscopy in single crystals of poly-4Un 

(n=2-5). PDA chains usually show a strong optical transition 

due to the lou excito n around 2 eV which is polarized along 

the polymer chai n axis. In poly-4Un crystals the reflectance 

peak due to the exciton transition is located at 1. 94 eV-

1.95 eV at 300 K. but shifts to about 2.30 eV at 420 K, as 

shown in Fig.IV-3 for n=2 -5. This shift causes a drastic 

color change from gold (or blue in thin films) to red. 

For the other poly-4Un's (n=1.6-10), single c r ystal 

samples of macroscopic size were hard to be obta in ed, so 

that absorption spectra were measur ed o n polycrystallin e 

powders dispersed in Kl3r pellets. In those spectra, the 

strong absorbance peaks due to the 1ou exciton were also 

obse rved at about the same energi es as observed in single 

crystals: The e nergies of the 1Bu excitons observed at low 

(300 K) and high (420 K) temperatures nearly coi ncid e with 

othct· those in the so-called A(blue)- and O(red)-phases of 

thermochromic PDAs IV- 4 ). This shows that the thermochromlc 

phase transition (the A-13 transition) is a general feature 

in the family of poly-4Un crystals, which should be 

associated with common structural change in conjugated 

polymer backbones of these PDAs. 

To determine critical temperatures of the thermochromic 

phase transitions in poly-4Un series, we adopted the 

following two methods: The first was to trace the 

temperature - dependent reflectivity at the e nergy of the 

exciton peak in the A-phas e (ca.l.94 eV). As seen in 

fig.IV-3, 

(1.94 eV) 

the reflectivity at the A-phase exciton peak 

conside r ably decreases in the 13-phase du e to the 

apparent blue-shift of the exciton peak, and hence it serves 

as a sensitive probe for the A-13 transition. The second 
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method to detect the phase change was the conventional 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) . The phase 

transitions in poly-4Un crystals mostly show up as clear 

endothermic and exothermic peaks as s hown below. 

In fig.IV-4 are shown the temperature - dependence of the 

reflectivity at the A-phase exciton peak energy (1 . 94 eV) 

and the DSC thermograms in poly-4U4 crystals for thermal 

cycles in which the upper limit of temperature scan is (a) 

about 433 K and (b) about 515 K. The reflectivity trace 

shown in Fig.IV-4(a) draws a typical hysteresis loop 

characteristic of the reversible A-8 transition . The 

critical temperatures for the A-to -O tt·ansitlon in t he 

heating process (T2 ) and those for the 13-to-A transition ln 

the cooling process (T1 J have been determined taking half 

points of the reflectivity change as indicated by filled 

circles in the fig.IV -4. 

Such a reve rsible feature is clearly seen also in the DSC 

thermogram. As shown in £'ig.IV-4(a), the endothermic and 

exothermic peaks with an enthalpy change (<f 11 =2 . 5,!: 

O.lkcal/mol) are observed in the heating and cooli ng runs 

(at the rate of 10 K/min.), respectively, in poly-4U4 

crystals. The peak positions in the thermogram well 

correspond to the transition temperatures, T2 for the A-to-

B and T1 for the 8-to-A transition , determined from the 

reflectivity change. In other words, we can determine Tl a nd 

for various poly-4Un crystals by measuring the 

reflectivity change or the DSC thermogram. 

When temperature is increased further beyond ca.500 K. 

the thermochromic change becomes irreversible , as s hown in 

£'ig.IV-4(b). The reflectivity monitot· ed at the energy of the 
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A-phase exciton peak drops at the A-to-8 transition 

temperature T2 . but does not recover any more in the cooling 

run once temperature is increased beyond 500 K. The DSC 

curve in the heating run shows a large endothermic peak 

around T3 =503 K in addition to that at T2 for the A- to - 8 

transition. Th e peak at T3 is clearly attributed to the 

melting of polymer crystals. In the cooling run the DS C 

curve shows an exothermal p eak at a lower temperature (T' 3 ) 

due to the solidification . Such a me lt-recrystallized 

sample remains to be red even below T' 3 or T1 and its 

reflectance and Raman spectra rather resemble those in the 

8-phase (for the detail, see the discussion in sec.IV-3-4) . 

Qualitatively similar behavior of the reversibl e and 

irreversible thermoch romic transitions has been observed in 

all poly-4Un (n=l-10) crystals investigated in this work . 

In Fig.IV-5 are plotted the transition temperatures, T1 and 

T2 . for the reversible thermochromism (A-8 transition) in 

all poly-4Un crystals, together with the melting temperatur e 

T3 . Thermochromic hystereses (T1 and T2 ) were determine d by 

the above-mentioned measurements of the refl ectivity (or 

absorbance) change and the DSC thermogram . It is seen in 

Fig.IV-5 that T1 and T2 show an oscillation according to the 

even-odd parity of n, indicating that the conformation of 

outer alkyl c hain is contributing to the A-8 phase 

transition. Nevertheless, the variation of T1 and T2 

with n is not so significant, implying mor e important 

influence of the inner alkyl chain rather than the outer 

one. 

We can approximately e stimat e th e c hange in enthalpy upon 

the A-8 transition from the integrated area of the DSC 

endothermic peak at T1 or of th e exoth ermic peak at T2 . · The 
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r esults are plott ed against the outer alkyl chain length n 

o f the side-group in Fig.JV-6. Th e ent hal py c hange Ll!l 

appears to increase lin early with n for n1>5, a nd then tends 

to dec 1-eas e for th e polymers wi til n ~6. Th e i.ntegrated area 

of the OSC peaks for n ~7 could not be pr ecise ly estimated 

because of t he dif fusi ve base line and structureless feature 

of DSC t hermogram, and thus the DSC method could not be 

applie d to determine T1 and T2 for n~8 (se~ Fig. IV-5 ) . 

According to the 13c NMR study on the phas e t ransiti o n in 

poly-4U2 ( ETCD) by Tanaka e t a1 . 13 , the inn e r alkyl c hain 

shows a trans-gauche-like conformational change up o n the 

transition . It may be postulat e d that the simll.ar 

co nfo rmatio nal c ha nge occurs in the out er a lkyl gr oup s as 

well. and the initial increase in ill! with n(for n1>5 ) is 

tentatively assigned to the additive contribution of th e 

con f ormational change in the outer alkyl chains to the total 

free e net-gy. The dec r ease in the integrated arcn of DSC 

peaks i n PDAs with l onge r alky l chains (n~6) may be 

explained by an in creasi ng contribution of th e order 

disorder - type conformational change in t he out er alky l 

c hai ns. The disap pea ran ce of th e hyste r esis behavior for 

n =9 and 10 (see Fig.IV - 5) is consistent with this 

hypot hesis. 

IV-3-2 Te mp era tur e- de pe nd e nce of l at tice constants in poly -

4Un c rystals 

To examine possible correlation between the thermoc hromi c 

phas e c ha nge and structures i n the polymers, lattice 

constants and t he ir temp e ratur e- depend e nce have been 

investigated by meas urem e nt of t he X-ray powder di rrractlon . 
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The latt ice parameters in poly-4Un wJth n=2,3 and 4 were 

meas ured not only at room temperature (300 K) but at a 

sp ec ific t emperature in between T1 and T2 in both the 

heat ing a nd cooling run to compare lattice parameters for 

the A- and 8 - phases at the same temperature . Th e results 

assuming a monoclinic syste m are summarized i n Tabl e IV-I . 

Th e obtained lattice constants in poly - 4U2 are in good 

agr eement with those reported prevJouslyiV - l 4 l. Th e val ues 

in the literature are also shown in brackets in Table IV-I . 

Weissenberg photographs have been also tak e n for poly- 4U 3 

single crystal at 300 K and the obtain e d latti ce pa r ameters 

a nd unit cell volume (indicate d by asterisk (•) in Table IV -

I) are consistent with those by th e powder method. 

Weisse nberg method has revealed that the po ly - 4U3 at 300 K 

belongs to orthorhombic syst em but the angle~ ( 90 de g.) is 

shown in table I for convenience of comparison with powder 

data which were obtained assuming mono c lini c system. 

Looking at Table IV-I, the latti ce constants, mainly ~ 

and less significantly C, are noti ced to increase with the 

alkyl chain length n of the side-groups, whil e the co nstant 

b representing the repeating unit l e ngth of the polymer 

backbone is nearly constant as expected. The unit cell 

volume (V) is observed to expand considerably (by 2-3% 

up on the A-to-8 transition as is ev id e nt from the comparison 

be tween the data taken at the sam e t e mp e ratur e in between T1 

and T2 . Furthermore, it is to be note d that the angle ~ ls 

close to 90 deg . in the 8 - phase in eac h crystal, implying 

possible monoclinic-to-orthorhombi c transition up o n the A

to-8 transition in the polyme r crystals with n =2 and 4 . 

To see the structural change associated wit h t he 

thermochromic phase transition· in more de tail, we s how 
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4650 Poly-4U4 

a/A b/A ciA f/deg. v;;J i)V/V(~) 

A Phase 18. 3 5 ( 8) 4. 90 ( 5) 10.76(5) 95.3(5) 963 

300 K ( 18. 13] ( 4 . 89] (I 0. 81] ( 9 4] (956] 
46.00 

n=2 A Phase 18. 60 ( 9) 4 . 91 ( 6) 10 .83(6 ) 9 4. 2 ( 6) 986 Ju 368 K 

B Phase 1 8 . 91 ( 9) 4.90(6) I 0 . 90 ( 6 > 90 . 4 ( 6) 1010 

368 K ( 18. 9 l ( 4. 83] (10 .89 ] ( 91] ( 99 ·I ] 

45.50 
•<{ 

"' 
A Phase 40.39 (11) 4. 81 ( 6) 10 .8 3(8) 90. 2 ( 5) 2100 

300 K *4 0. 42(5) *4.79(2) *10.83(3) *go *21 00 
45.00 

n::;J A Phase 40.90(13) ... 82 ( i) 10 . 97(9) 90.2<.7) 2160 

]u 390 K 

B Pha s e 41 . 53 ( 13) L 83 l 7l 11.09(9) 90. I< 7> 2220 

44.50 

390 K 

A Pha se 44.35<12) ~ . 85 ( 6) II. 40 l 8 > 96. 5 ( 6 ) 2440 

300 K 

n=-t A Pha se 45 . 05(14) ~. 86 ( 8) 11.79(10) 9 5 . 5 ( 8) 2570 ]3.1 3 83 K 

B Phase 45.65(14) 4 . 86(8) 11.93(10) 91.0(8) 2650 

383 K 

Table IV- I :La tti ce constants dete rmin e d by mea s urem e nts of 

powder diffraction patt e rns assuming monocli ni c system, and 

Weissenb e rg photographs (ind icated by • ) . We ls se nb erg 

method has s hown that the poly- 4U3 at 300 K be longs to 

orthorhombic system. The va lu es in brackets nrc quoted 
450 350 400 300 

from ref.IV-14. 4 V denotes the differ e nc e betwe e n the TEMPERATURE (K) 

volume of unit cell in the A- and 8 - phases measure d at the Figure IV-7 Temp era ture - dep e nden ce of lattice constants 

same te mp eratures. of poly-4U4 (a, b, c and~) obtai ne d by the X-ray powdet· 

diffraction method . Fill ed and open ci r cles denote heating 

and cooling processes , respectively. 
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temperature-dependence of lattice parameters in poly-4U4 

crystals in Fig.IV-7. The phase transition temperatu r es, T1 

and T2 . determined by the thermoc h rornic behavior a r e 

Indicated by vertical lines in the figure. Between T1 and 

t he lattice parameters show clear hy ste r esis 

behaviors. The c han ge of t he lattice constant is the largest 

for ct wh ic h is closely correlated with n (outer alkyl chain 

length). as s hown in Table IV-I . 

IV-3-3. Changes in elect r oni c spectra upon t he i\ - 0 

transition 

Although no apprec iabl e change i n the b-axis is 

discernible in Table IV-I nor Fig .IV-7, the i\-0 transition 

is und oub tedly accomp a ni ed by the c ha nge in t he st ru ctur e of 

the polyme r backbone as is evide nt in t he drastic color 

c hange. As far as the ](-electron - r elate d spect r a a r e 

concer ned. the A-D transition appears to s how quite a 

common feature for several PDAs in spite of t hei r diff e r e nt 

side-groups IV- 1 - 5 · 15 · 16 1 and in different sample form s 

s uc h as si ngle crystalsiV-Z ), monomolecular layersiV-3,4,15) 

a nd solutionsiV- 16 1. The poly - 4Un se r ies investigated here 

is also the case, and in this section we wi ll present 

results for poly-4U3 single crystals as an example. 

In Fig.IV-8, we show the temperature - dependence of (a) 

reflectanc e spectra of the exciton a nd (b) Rama n spectra of 

the polymer backbone vi brat ions. Th e exciton r ef l ectanc e 

spectrum shown i n Fig.IV-8(a) is polarized along t he pol ymer 

axis (b-axis) and is comp osed of the mai n 0-0 band (denoted 

as i\ or B) a nd its vibronic sidebands (i\' or D') due to the 

coupling with the bo nd st r etching modes. Such vlbratlon 
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modes show up i n the resonance Raman spectra (see Pig.IV-

8 (b)). As al r eady noticed, the r e fl ectivity maximum 

s hirt s from the position at 1.94 eV in the A-p ha se to 

at 2 . 30 eV in the 13-phase, s howin g a hysteres .l s behav i or 

between T2 ( =407 K) and T1 (=365 K). 

It is worth not i ng that the two 0-0 peaks (A and 13) 

observed to coexist at temperatures close to Tl or T2, 

tit at 

ln 

are 

as 

see n, for exampl e , in the spectrum taken at 393 K (Pig.IV-

8 (a)). This ca nnot be explained by an inhomogeneity of 

temp eratur e o n the sample surface, which was es timate d to be 

mu c h less than 0 .5 K. Th e phenome non may be related to an 

inhomogeneity pr ese nt within the sampl e , such as 

dislocations and polymer imperfections . That such a loca l 

is perturbation causes a semi-macroscopic ph ase-c hnn ge 

c ha r acte risti c of quasi-10 systems having ne a rly dege nerat e 

two states which are separated with some poten tial barri e r . 

in Exa mpl es for such a two-phase coexistence are also seen 

c harge-doped conducting polymers associated with bipolarons 

IV - 17) as well as in organic do no r -acceptor c harge-transfer 

comp ounds which show th e first-order 

t r a nsition ( see chapter II) IV - 18 ' 19 ) 

neutral- ionic 

Coexiste nce of the two phas es is also observed 

phas e 

in 

temperature - variation of Ra man spectra. Rama n lines at 

1460 cm-1 and 2090 cm- 1 at room t emperature shown in Pig.IV -

8(b) have bee n ass igned t o the stretching vibrations of the 

double bond and triple bond in th e A-phase polymer backbon e , 

r espectively. Thes e Raman lines shift to the high e r 

frequ e ncy posit ion s at 1505 cm - l and 2115 cm- 1 upon the A-

to-8 transition , respectively, as shown in Pig .IV- B(b) . 

Quantitative ly similar c ha nge s in Raman spectra at the A- 0 

Lransit i on are commonly observed in ot he r PDAs J.V - 7 · 20 · 21 )· 
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not only in other poly -4Un crystals but also in PDA s having 

diffe rent kinds of side-groups. Examining the Raman pr-orl l e 

in more de tail, it may be noti ced that the Raman lJ nc s 

characteristic of the 13 -p hase still su r vive at 

temperatures below T1 , where th e trace of the 13 - phas e is 

hardly seen in r ef lectanc e spectra. This differenc e can be 

simply attributed to the reson a nce ef f ect in Raman 

s ca ttering: The photon energy (2.41 eV) o f incident laser 

light in the Raman measurement is more close to t he ener gy 

of the 18u exciton in the 13-phase ( 2. 30 eV ) tltan that in the 

A- phase (1.94 eV). As a result, the 8 - phase featur e is 

mu c h more pronounced when obs e rved in Raman spectra than in 

r e fl ec tance spectra. 

In Fig . J.V-9 is shown temperature - de pend e nc e of polarized 

fluorescence spectra measured on the (100) surface of poly -

4U3 single crystals. The 514 . 5nm (2 . 41 e V) Ar - ion laser 

line polarized along the polymer axis (b-axis) was used as 

an exciting light source. In the A-phas e at 299 K and at 

350 K in th e heating run, the hot luminescence was obs e rved 

just below the exciting energy (2.41 eV) whi c h wa s 

overlapped with the resonan ce Raman lines. llowcver, no 

prominent emission was obs e rved at energies around the 

energy (1.94 eV) of the singlet exciton in the A-pha se. 

Upon the A- to-8 transition th e emission yield was 

obs e rved to be remarkably e nhan ce d. In addition to the 

overlapping sharp Raman lines, broad flu oresce nce spect ra 

(sha de d in the figure) with two peaks around 2.21 eV and 

2.05 eV were observed in the 8-phas e. This fluor escence 

band is strongly polarized along the polyme r chain axis as 

shown in Pig.IV-9. Th e energy separation between th e two 
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broad peaks (ca . 0 . 16 eV or 1300 cm- 1 ) we ll corr esponds t o 

that between the 0-0 and 0-1 maxima in th e r e fl ectan ce or 

absorption spectrum ( denoted as Band B' in Fig. I V- 8( a )) . 

From the se f e atures as well as the ir po l a ri zation 

characteristics, the two broad peaks in the fluor e sc e nce 

spectrum observed in the B-phase may be assigne d to the 

Stokes-shifted emission band and its vibronic sid e band due 

to the exciton recombination. However, we have obs e rve d 

that the fluorescence intensity is rather sensitive to the 

sample quality or to the species of the side-group . 

Therefore, some impurities or more likely th e polymer 

imperfections may play a role of emission centers wher e a 

photo-generated free exciton is trapped and then subject t o 

the lattice relaxation. 

In the inset of Fig.IV-9, the temperature-variation of 

emission intensity integrated over 2.00-2 . 05 eV is plotte d, 

which again shows a clear hysteresis behavior. The behavior 

is reproducibly observed for repeated thermal cycles, as far 

as the temperature is decreased sufficiently below T1 (e.g . 

down to room temperature) and is not raised beyond T3 . This 

indicates that fluorescence observed in the B-phase is no t 

due to a permanent degradation nor to an interruption of the 

polymer backbones. The fluorescence process is gen e rally in 

competition with non-radiative decay of the excitons. In 

the PDA chains with the A- type backbone structure, the non -

radiative process seems to overwhelm the radiative proce ss, 

which is also the case even in dilute PDA solutions with th e 

blue-form (A-type) IV- 22 l. Incidentally, a diffuse tail of 

the fluorescence intensity curve below T1 in the A-phas e may 

be attributed to the residue of the fluorescent B- type 

chains. 
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IV-3-4. Role of hydrogen bonds in side-groups in 

thermochromic phase transitions 

Most of reversibly t hermochromic PDI\s, including the 

present poly-4Un series, possess the urethane groups in 

side-groups as a common structural unit, which are mutually 

linked to each other by hydrogen bonds running parallel to 

the polymer backbones as shown in Fig.IV-1. It was argued 

that the strong hydrogen bonding plays an esse n tial role Jn 

maintaining the planarity of the polymer backbone and also 

that interruption of hydrogen bonds is crucial for the 

conformational change in dichromatic PDI\ 

solutionsiV-6,16,21,22). Here we present experi me n tal 

investigation on the correlation between the t hcrmochrornic 

phase changes and strength of hydrogen bonding. Suc h a 

study has been made before by Rubner et al. IV-1 2 ) on poly-

4U2 (ETCD) a nd we tried to extend the study to t he family of 

poly-4Un by the simultaneous measurements of infrared (IR) , 

Raman, visible reflectance (or absorption) spectra and DSC 

thermograms. 

To pursue the strength of hydrogen bond between the 

carbonyl- and amino-groups, IR absorption due to N- H 

3300 cm- 1 can be utilized as a stretc h ing modes around 

mlcroscopic probe IV-23) Fig.IV-10 shows the thermal 

changes in some key optical spectra in poly-4U5 crystals; 

(a) reflectance spectra of the exciton, (b) Raman spectra of 

the double bond stretching mode in the polymer backbone, and 

(c) the IR absorption spectra of the N-Il stretching mode in 

the side-groups. These features bear information on (a) ~-

electronic states, (b) the backbone structure. and (c) the 
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strength of hydroge n bonding between t he side - groups, 

r es pectively. One may notice that the IR absorption 

spectrum shows little change on the /\ -0 transition in 

contrast with the remarkable changes in the t·eflectance and 

Raman spectra as described in the previous sections. This 

fact shows that the degree of the hydrogen bonding in poly-

4U5 crystals is essentially unchanged during the /\-0 phase 

transition , which is in accord with t he conclusion obtained 

on poly-4U2 (ETCD) crystals by Rubner et al. IV-12) 

Similar features have been also observed in other poly-4Un 

crystals. 

At the bottom of Fig.IV-10 are shown the respective 

spectra measured at room temperature (299 K) on a melt -

recrystallized sample (0'-phase) which has been once heated 

up to 525 K (>T3 ), (see also the phase - diagram shown in 

Fig.IV-5). The irreversibly transformed [J'-phase sample 

shows a rather si milar reflectance spectrum to that i n the 

B- phase though the r eflectivity is considerably reduced. 

The Raman line is also observed at a frequency close to 

that in the B-phase, but s hows an ext r emely blurred profile . 

Judging from these features, the co nfor mation iri the polymer 

backbone in the 8'-phase resembles t hat in the 8-phase, but 

significantly affected by disorder or interruption of 

conjugation. It well corresponds to the previously reported 

results on melt-crystallized ETCD derived from measurements 

of 13c NMR, X-ray diffraction and electron mic r oscopyiV- 24 ) . 

The IR band shown in the bottom of Fig.IV-10(c) shows a 

broadened feature and th e integrated intensity is reduced to 

about a half. although its peak frequency is almost 

unchanged . 

Temp e rature-variation of the IR band i ntensity, or 
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is equivalently of the degree of the hydrogen bonding, 

plotted in Fig.IV-11 for two types of thermal cycles; 

heating above T2 but below T3 (open and filled circles) and 

up to 525 K beyond T3 (open and filled triangles). In the 

former run where the A-B transition is reversible, the 

integrated IR intensity is slightly decreased on heating, 

but shows no distinct change at either of characteristic 

temperatures, T1 and T2. The initial intensity is fully 

re cove red in the cooling run. This result implies that the 

hydrogen bonds are not interrupted during the A-B 

transition. 

On the other hand, in the later case where temperature is 

increased beyond T3 , the hydrogen bonds are collapsed around 

T3 . When temperature is decreased again, only about a half 

of the absorbance is recovered around T' 3 (solidification 

point). At this stage, the spectral feature is extremely 

blurred as seen in Fig.IV-lO(c) . This indicates that about a 

half of hydrogen bonds in the B'-phase are interrupted after 

the melt- recrystallized process and that the bonding 

sequence is subject to strong disorder. Together with the 

conclusions derived from the reflectance and Raman spectra, 

it may be argued that the disorders in the hydrogen bonding 

favor for stabilizing the B-type chain conformation. This 

is consistent with the previous studyiV-S) on poly-
0 

crystalline poly-4U2 (ETCD) films of ca. 1000 A thickness 

reporting that collapse of about a half of hydrogen bonds 

around T2 (<T3 ) causes the irreversible A-to-B transitioniV- 25 l. 

IV-4 CONCLUSI01 

Universality of the reversible thermochromic (A-B) 
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transition has been confirmed in poly-4Un (n=l - 10) crystals, 

and the elect ronic and structural changes during this 

transition hav e been investigated by various methods. It 

turned out that the A-0 transition is accompanied not only 

by the change in the backbone structure but also by the 

conformational changes of inner and outer alkyl chains . The 

critical temperatures, T1 and T2 , for the first - order A- 0 

transition show little dependence on the outer alkyl chain 

length (n) indicating a much more influential role of the 

inner alkyl chains in the reversible transition. However, 

the order-disorder-type conformational change in outer alkyl 

chains appears to play some role in the A-0 transition in 

PDAs with n~6. The existence of hydrogen bond chains 

running parallel to the backbones is necessary for the 

reversible A- B transition to occur . When the hydrogen 

bonds in poly-4Un crystals are once interrupted by h eating 

the the crystals above the melting temperature (T3l. 

crystals irreversibly change into the phase (0'-phase) with 

a lower degree of the ~-electron conjugation than those in 

the A- and B- phases. 
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CHAPTER V 

Bi-directional Photo-switching between the 1wo Phases 

Single Crystals o£ Polydiacetylencs 

in 

V-1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the thermally-induced 

chromatic transition between the two spectroscopically 

distinct phases, A(blue) and 8(red) phases, in 

polydiacetylenes (POAs) has been discussed. It was shown 

that the thermochromic transition in an alkyl-urethane 

subst ituted PDA [fR'c-c::::c-CR~x :R=R'=(Cll 2 l 40CONII(Cll2)n-1Cil3] 

(n=l-10) (poly-4Un) is the first order one with large 

hysteresis width exceeding 60deg .. Therefore, poly-4Un is 

appropriate system for the study of the reversible phase 

transition by "photo-excitation" as discussed in chapter I. 

In this chapter , we demonstrate, for the first time, that 

this novel phase transition occurs in poly-4U3 single 

crystals. 

In 

color 

previous works, photo-induced 

change has b een reported in some 

irreversible A-to-n 

PDAsV-l- 5 1. In 

those cases, excitation intensity was more than one hundred 

times stronger than the present study. It was confirmed 

that such a strong photo-irradiation on PDAs at low 

temperature induces irreversible disorder in side groupsv-

5) 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, disorders in side 

groups (e.g. interruption of hydrogen bond) favor then-type 

chain conformation. Therefore, we speculate that strong 

photo-excitation cause permanent change in side groups and 

results in the irreversible A-to-8 transition. In the 

present study, the intensity of the excitation light was 
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carefully controlled and kept as weak as possible not to 

induce the disorder in side groups, i.e. not to trigger the 

irreversible A-to-8 transition. 

V-2 Experimental 

Single crystals of poly-4U3 have been prepared by the 

same method as mention ed in chapter IV. Reflectance 

spectra before and after photo-excitation have been obtained 

by a bout the same experimental apparatus shown in chapter 

II. Photo-induced changes in Raman spectra have been 

observed by polychromator coupled with image intensified 

diode array. Samples have been kept in vacuum during 

experiment to avoid possible reaction with oxygen. 

V-3 Results and Discussion 

We have carried out measurements on photo-induced effect 

in the temperature region where the A and 8 phases can 

coexist . Fig.V-1 shows the typical hyst e resis loop of A-B 

transition observed by the measurement of the temperature 

dependence of reflectivity at 1 . 95 eV. The reflectivity at 

1.95 eV is a good probe for the A-B transition, because the 

reflectance maximum due to the 1 Bu exciton at ca. 1.95 eV in 

the A phase shifts to around 2.4 eV in the B phase as 

me ntioned in the p r evious chapter. Sample has be en h eated 

up and cooled down in the order indicated by arrows in the 

figure. Schematic diagrams of total energy are also shown 

in Fig.V-1. In the temperature region above "point 2" 

(below "point 4") the B (A) phase is stabler than the A (B) 

phase. Between point 4 and 2, the ene rgy levels of both 

phases will be nearly degenerate. 
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Spectra of the imaginary part of dielectric constant <E 2 1 

were obtained by Kramers-Kronig analysis or reflectanc e 

spectra at temperatures which corresponds to the numbered 

point on hysteresis loop. The results arc shown in Fig.V-

2. To confirm the backbone structure change, we have also 

measured the Raman spectra in the wavenumber region 

correspond to C=C stretching mode as shown in Fig.V-2. 

Raman band located around 1450 c m- 1 in the A phase shifts to 

1500 cm- 1 in the 8 phase. The sample at "point 2" and 

"point 4" was excited by a s ingl e pulse from excimer pumped 

dye-laser (20 ns width) and spect ra after photo-excitation 

(indicated by 2' and 4' in the figure) are shown by dashed -

lines. Photon e nergies of dye-laser were 2.81 , and 3.18 eV 

for points 2, and 4, respectively . (Dependences of 

effic i encies of A-8 transition on the excitation photon 

energy and intensity is discussed in the following section.) 

Compari ng spectra before and after photo-excitation at the 

point 2, changes of th e bo th £ 2 and Raman spectra clearly 

show t hat mo re than 85% of the A phase is converted into 8 

phase and about 50% of t h e 8 phase into the A phase at point 

4. 

The excitation intensity dependence of co nverted 

fract ion s by photo-excitation in the both directions (A-to-8 

and 8-to-A) are shown in rig.V-3 . The exciting photon 

density i n the both cases have been obtained assuming the 

total photon flux of pump light is absorbed uniformly within 

the attenuation depth of ca. 1J<m which is estimated from the 

absorption spectra in thin f ilm form. The converted 

fractions were estimated from changes in the integrated 

intensity of Raman peaks attributed to C=C stretching mode . 

In the both directions, t h e efficiencies of photo-induced 
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constant <E 2 J (left) and Raman spectra due to C=C stretching 

mode (right) at various temperatures which are shown by open 

circles on the hyster esis loop in Fig.V-1 . was 

calculated from r eflectance spectrum using Kramers-Kronig 

transformation. Dashed lines at temperatur e points 2' and 4' 

show the spectra after photo-excitation by pulsed dye-laser. 
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changes seem nonlinearly depend on the excitation 

intensity, showing threshold at This 

suggests that cooperative interaction between photo-excited 

species plays some role in promoting the phase changes in a 

macroscopic scale . In particular. formation of the domain 

like with a critical size is important in this phenomenon 

the cases for the ordinary first order phase transitions. 

The converted fractions by photo-excitation in the both 

directions becomes very high, ca. 1.0 for t he A-to-D and 0.5 

for the D-to-A transitions. with excitation photon density 

of 7xlo1 8 cm- 3 as shown in Fig.V-3. This value of 

excitation intensity corresponds to one excitation photon 

140 repeated [fRC -C~C-CR1 l units. since one 

repeated unit in the A (B) phase occupies 1080 ( 1110) X3. 
From such high efficiency of photo-conversion, we can deduce 

that local excitation trigger the phase change in 

macroscopic size of domain. In other word, it is 

evidenced that bi-directional (A to B and B to A) photo-

induced phase transition occurs in poly-4U3 single crystal 

as expected. 

The estimated efficiency of the A-to-B transition becomes 

very high (ca. 100%) and saturates around 5xlo 18 cm- 3 . In 

the case of D-to-A transition, the converted fraction 

clearly decreases as the excitation intensity exceeds 9xlo18 

Furthermore, wh e n the crystal in B phase is excite d 

with photon-density exceeding 1x1o19 cm- 3 . some irreversible 

change take place; the over-irradiated crystals show the B-

phase like Raman and reflectance spectra even when t hey are 

cooled down to the liquid nitrogen temperature (77K). 

(However, the photo-induced change is observed to be 
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recoverable by thermal cycle as far as the excitation photon 

density is less than 7xlo18 cm- 1 .) From the previously 

reported resultsV- 5 ) which are mentioned in the beginning of 

this chapter, we tentatively assign the decrease in B to A 

converted fraction of over-irradiated crystal to the photo -

induced transition from the B phase without hydrogen bond 

interruption (without disorder in side groups) into that 

with the interruption. 

Excitation photon energy dependences of the photo-induced 

A-B conversion are shown in Fig.V-4 (upper part: A-to-B. 

lower part :B- to-A) by closed circles. Action spectra of 

photoconductiviies (open circles) and spectra of imaginary 

part of dielectric constant (c 2 : dashed - line) in A (upper 

part) and B (lower part) phases are also drawn in this 

figure. Strong absorption band due to the exciton with 1 B~ 

symmetry has been observed at 1.98 (2.32) eV in A (B) phase. 

The arrows denoted as 1A show the energy positions of g the 

optically inhibited electronic states attributed to excitons 

with 1A symmetryV-Bl. g These energy positions of 

exciton in A and B phases were determined by the electric-

field modulation spectroscopy. 

It is notable that efficiency of photo-conversion and 

photo-current keep low values in the e nergy region of strong 

absorption band due to 1 Bu exciton and both increase 

parallel at the energy of 1 Ag exciton. This result clearly 

shows that. excitation photon energy larger than 1Ag exciton 

is necessary for the carrier generation and the promotion of 

photo-induced phase transition (i.e. photo-ge n eration of 

domain-wall between A and B phases). The parallel behavior 

of photo -current and photo-converted fraction suggests the 

close correlation between photo-carrier and photo-injected 
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l'ig-urc V- 4 Excitation photon energy dependence of photo-

converted fractions (closed circles) for the A-to-B (upper 

part) and 8-to-A (lower part) directions. Absorbed 

excitation photon density was always kept constant value, 

Open ci rcles show the action spectra of 

photoconductivity. Spectra of imaginary part of dielectric 

constants (Czl in the A (upper) and B (lower) phase arc 

s h own by broken lines. Energy positions of 1Ag exciton in 

both A and 8 phases were determined by the electric field 

modulation spectroscopyV-6). 
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domain-wall between A and 8 phases. A possible explanation 

of this correlation is bipolaron (or polaron pair) model. 

The photo -generated cxcitonic state may relax to bipolaron 

state ahd decompose into a distant polaron pair. This 

polaron pair is expected to behave as a domain-wall pair and 

carry charge like the case of charge-doped conducting 

polymersV- 7 ). Of course, this model is speculation and 

dynamical study is necessary to confirm the relation between 

photo-carrier and domain wall from the view point of the 

microscopic mechanism of relaxation process in PDAs. 

V-4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have reported observation of the 

reversibly photo-induced novel phase transition in 

polydiacetylene single c ry stal by thermally controlling the 

energy level difference between the two (A and B) phases. 

From a view point of photochromism, the present photo 

induced phase transition is quite efficient: The excitation 

intensity, which is necessary for converting the whole (A -

to-B) and 50% (B-to-A) of the crystal, is estimated to be as 

low as one absorbed photon per 140 repeated fCR-C~C-CRt 

units. Threshold behavior in the excitation intensity 

dependence of converted fraction suggest the existence of 

critical size of converted domain for driving photo-induced 

phase transition in a ma c r oscopic scale. Excitation photon 

ener gy d ependence of converted fraction shows close 

correlation between generation of photo-carriers and A-B 

domain walls. 

For the detailed study of the microscopic mechanism of 

A-B transition, the temporal behavior of A-8 domain-wall is 
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necessary as me ntioned before . However, time-resolved 

r eflectance and 

technique, cannot 

Raman spectra measured by pump-probe 

be r eported in this thesis du e to the 

difficulty in getting sufficie nt amount of single crystal 

with high quali ty. Time - r eso lved study is now in progr e ss 

and we ex pec t that it will mak e clear the dynamics and 

mec hani s m of photo - induced A-8 transi tion . 
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CfifiPTER VI 

Summary 

In this thesis, we have studied on the novel photo

induced effect in three kinds of organic crystals; ( 1) one

dimensional charge-transfer compound, TTF-CA, which shows 

ne utral -ionic transition, (2) one-dimensional radical salt, 

K-TCNQ. in which the spin-Peierls like transition occurs, 

(3) one-dimensional conjugated polymer, PDA, substituted 

with alkyl-urethane side groups which is well known for the 

thermochromic (A-B) transition. In all systems, it has 

been confirmed that the photo-inj ected local excitation can 

generate a mesoscopic size of domain with different order

parameter or cause the phas e transition via some cooperative 

interaction in crystals. 

Obtained results are as follows: 

(1) In TTF-CA. large neutral domain is injected into the 

ionic stack by photo -excitation and one absorbed photon on 

the surface of TTF-CA single crystal changes 160 ionic DA 

pair into quasi-neutral state. 

(2) Photo -exci tation of K-TCNQ in the low temperature phase 

with dimerized stack, change the amplitude of BOW 

(dimerization). The observed phase change (not permanent 

but transient) may be viewed as inverse spin-Pe ierls 

transition. In this case, one absorbed photon into 

dimerized stack generates the homogeneously stacked domain 

composed of 40 TCNQ- molecul es. 

(3) Reversibly photo-induced A-B transition was discovered 

in poly-4U3 single crystals. The photo-excitation with 

density of only one exci tation photon per 140 repeated units 

conve rts more than 50% of the crystal into the other phase. 
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( 4) In all systems, close correlation between photo-

generated 

confirmed. 

domain-walls and photo-carriers have been 

In the present study, fast relaxation process from local 

excitation into domain-wall cannot be studied for the limit 

of resolution-time of the experimental apparatus. 

fast dynamics and its temperature-dependence 

Study of 

is very 

important for the comparison with theoretical works, which 

is an interesti ng problem to be tackled in the near future. 
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